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Docket No. 50-348

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
ATTN: Document Control Desk
Washington, DC 20555

Joseph M. Farley Nuclear Plant - Unit 1
Licensee Event Report No. LER 92-007-00

Gentlemen:

Joseph M. Farley Nuclear Plant, Unit 1, Licensee Event Report No. 92-007-00
is being submitted in accordance with 10 CFR 50.73.

If you have any questions, please advise.

Respectfully submitted,

khl -- l\-

J. . Woodard N

DRC:cht-92.3423

Enclosure

cc: Mr. S. D. Ebneter
Mr. G. F. Maxwell
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LICENSEE EVENT REPORT (LER)'
-

FACILIIV hAME (1) DOCAET kUM6ER (2) FIEF (T)

Joseph M. Farley Nuclear Plant - Unit 1 05000348- 1 97|4
IllLE (4)

1DSP Actuation-Itass of Power to 1A 4160 volt Startup Transforner
EUEhi DATE (5) LER NUMBER (6) AfPORI DAIE (7) OfeER FACILillES INVOLVED (8)

MONIH DAY YEAR YEAR SEQ NUM REV MONTH DAY YEAR FACIL11Y DAMES DOCKET NUMBER (S)

05000

11 28 92 92 007 00 12 23 92 05000
"

OPERATING
QODE (9) 3 20.402(b) 20.405(c) X 50.73(a)(2)(lv) 73.71(b)

'

POWER
-

20.405(a)(1)(l) 50.36(c)(1) 90.73(a)(2)(v) 73. 71 ( c )
LEVEL. 000 20.405(a)(1)(ii) [ 50.io(c)(2)-

_
50.73(a)(2)(vil)

_
OTHER (Specify in

20.405(e)(1)(ill) 50.73(a)(2)(i) 50.73(a)(2)(viii)(A) Abstract below)
~

20.405(e)(1)(lv)
~

50.73(a)(2)(ii)
~

50.73(a)(2)(x)
50.73(a)(2)(viii)(B)

20.405(e)(1)(v) 50.73(a)(2)(ill)
LICENSEE CONIACI FOR IMis LER (li)

NAME IELEPHONE NUMBER

4REA CODE

R. D.11111 - General Manager Nuclear Plant 205 899-5156
COMPLEIE ONE LINE FOR EACH FAILURE DESCRIBE 0 IN THIS REPORI (13)

C AU'IE SYSTEM COMPONENT MANUFAC- R PORT CAUSE SYSTEM COMPONENT MANUFAC- R PORT
TUR ppDS ;g

X PK FU W120 Y

SUPPLEMENTAL REPORT EXPECIED (14) MONTH DAY VEAR
EWPECTED
SUBMISSION

] YES(If yes, complete EXPECTED SUBMISSION D ATE) ] No DATE (15)

ABSIRACT (16)

On 11-28-92 Unit 1 was preparing to enter Mode 2 after he lith refueling
outage. At 2359 on 11-23-92, 230kv switchyard breakers 800 and 904 tripped,
de-energining the 1A startup (S/0) transformer, and causing an A train Loss of
Site Power (LOSP) engineered safety feature (ESF) actuation. It was determined
that breaker 904 phase 2 had experienced a phase-to-ground fault resulting from
the liquification of SF6 gas in the U-bend of the breaker. The liquification
was caused by inoperable U-bend heaters. The heaters were inoperable due to
blown fuses in the heater control circuitry.

The overcurrent and differential relays for breaker 800 actuated per design as a
result of the fault on breaker 904.

The U-bend heater circuit fuses on all Westinghouse SFV breakers in the 230kv
switchyard breakers were replaced. Also, U-bend heater fuses for high voltage
switchyard breakers will be inspected during routine cold weather checks. All
230kv switchyard breaker U-bend temperature indicators / alarms were checked and
recalibrated as necessary. Breaker 904 was repaired and inspected and returned
to service at 1816 on 11-30-92.

-At 0425 on 11-29-92, breaker 800 and the feeder breaker to the lA S/U
transformer were closed. Offsite power was restored to A train electrical
busses at 0447 on 11-29-92 and the 1-2A and 1C Emergency Diesel Generators
(EDCs) were secured.
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TEXT CONTINUATION- -l
'rACIL!if NAME (1) DOCKET-NUMBER (2) LER NUMBER (5)> PAGE (3)

YEAR 5EQ hvM REV

]

Joseph M. Farlev Nuclear Plant - Unit.1 - 0 5 0'O O 3 4 8 ~9 2 0 0 '7 00 2 0F 4
TEXI.. _

Plant and System Identification

Westinghouse - Pressurized Water Reactor-
Energy. Industry Identification System Codes are identified in the.textjas--[XX)

.

Summary of Event -

On 11-28-92,.at 2359, 230kv switchyard breakers 800 and 904 tripped,
de-energizing the 1A S/U transformer and causing an A train LOSP ESF actuation.
The SF6 gas in breaker 904 liquified and caused a phase-to ground. fault en phase ,

: 2 of the breaker. . This liquification was caused by inoperable U-band heaters.
The heaters were inoperable dun to blown fuses. The loss of the la S/U
transformer resulted in the~ generation of a load shed signal-which caused the
normal power supply breaker to A train ESF busses to open. *

Description of Event-

At 2359 on 11-28-92,- while preparing to enter. mode-2, switchyard bre.akers 800
and.904 [FK] tripped, de energizing 1A S/U transformer, causing an'A train LOSP
ESF actuation. Following the A. train LOSP,1-2A. EDG started and A' train II)SP -' '

loads were sequenced onto 1F 4160v bus. Per design, the IC EDG started but did
.

not tie to any bus,

An investigation of breakers 800 and. 904 revealed that the overcurrent and.
differential relays had actuated on the breakers as the result of a.
phase-to Eround ~ fault on phase 2 of breaker 904. The fault.was caused by the
11quification of SF6 gas in the breaker resulting from-low temperature in: the >

.

phase 2 U-bend of the breaker.

The low temperature condition was caused-by a combination of cold weather and
failure of the U bend heaters due to blown fuses. Thic failure was not---

_ recognized by the switchboard operator since the U-bend low' temperature alarm'

|- did not actuate.

Subsequently, IA S/U transformer was re-energized by closing breaker 800, and-
breaker _904 was later repaired and returned to service.

After the LOSP, the control room operators performed the actions of'
FNP-1-A0P-5,0, " Loss of A or B Train Electrical Power." Offsite power was
restored to A train electrical busses at 0447 on 11-29-92 and 1-2A and 1C EDGs -,

were secured-.
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LICENSEE EVENT REPORT-(LER)' TEXT CONTINUATION
FACillTY NAME (1) DOCK [i NUMEER (2) t[R NUMBER ($) FAGE (3)

YEAR SEQ hum REV

Joseph M. Farley Nuclear Plant Unit 1 05000348 92 007 00 3 of 4
TixI

Cause of Event

The primary cause of this event was inoperable U-bend heaters due to blown fuses
supplying current to the heater circuits. The inoperable heaters caused the
temperature of the SF6 gas in the U-bend to drop below saturation temperature of-
56 degrees thereby causing the gas to liquify creating a phase-to-ground fault
in the phase 2 breaker U-bend. It has been determined that the 3 amp fuses in
the heater circuit did not provide adequate operating margin since the circuit
normally draws about 2.7 amps. FNP concluded that the most likely cause for the
fuse failure was transients due to the frequent cycling of the heaters by the
thermostats.

Reportability Analysis and Safety Assessment

This event is reportable due to the actuation of an ESF, namely the loss of
power to A tral.n 4160v ESF busses.

All ESF equipment functioned properly in response to this event.

The health and safety of the public was not affected.

Corrective Actions

U-bend heater circuit fuses on 230kv Westinghouse SFV switchyard breakers have
been replaced. The original fuses installed were 3 amp fuses as specified by
Westinghouse. It has been determined that the 3 amp fuses did not provide
adequate operating margin since the circuit normally draws about 2.7 amps.
Because the-3 amp fuses were sized so closely to the actual current flow, a-
larger fuse size was approved. The fuses have been upgraded to a 10 amp size to

. prevent minor current fluctuations from blowing the fuses. An engineering
determination was made that the new 10 amp fuses are adequate to protect the
heater elements and associated wiring.

All Westinghouse SFV breaker U-bend heater fuses are currently checked twice per
year. These U-bend henter fuses will also be inspected during routine cold
weather checks.

.
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Additional-Information *

No similar LERs have been submitted by Parley Nuclear Plant.

'This event would-not have been more severe if it had occurred under's different- <

operating condition.
,

A contributin6 factor to this' event was the U-bend temperature-indicator / alarm
: calibration.' The indicator was found to read 15 degrees above the' actual---

,

temperature of the U-bend, causing the desired alarm setpoint of. 65 degreen ' to
actually be 50 degrees. It was found that the temperature indicator /mlarm had-
not been calibrated since installation in-1984

7After this event, all 230kv switchyard breakera U bend temperature-
indicators / alarms were checked, and recalibrated as necessary.

Contrary to design, the non-safety related supply breakers fdr the-1A condensate - i
.

pump and the 1A reactor coolant pump did not trip upon the-loss of voltage to
the non-safety related 1A.4160v bus. It was found that a 1A 4160v bus .

undervoltage relay had not <ictuated to complete the logic to provide trip _ .
-

signals to the pump breakers. Investigat_ ion showed that the relay was binding
at the upper jewel bearing of the disc shaf t. The relay was repaired and-

'

3
:

: returned to service at 0413 on 11-29-92. All other non safety related relays '

actuated properly-during this event.

The appropriato nonemergency 4 hour report was made to the NRC at 0125 on
11/29/92.

.
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